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Brain exercising fun and games for seniors!

One Minute Madness
Three Letter Body Parts

Estimated play time: Less than 10 minutes
Number of players: Unlimited
Supplies Needed: A stopwatch or some kind of one-minute timer; players need pencils
and paper.
Overview: One question. One minute. Multiple answers. In One Minute Madness, a
question is asked that has multiple answers (usually anywhere from 5 to 100+). The
goal is to see how many correct answers your players can write down in one minute.
Instructions:
1. Divide the players into teams.
2. One person on each team should be the designated writer. All members of the team
will feed answers to the writer, who can also supply answers. Since this game is being
timed, the writer should be encouraged to abbreviate. For example, it takes less time to
write ‘LA’ than ‘Los Angeles.’ However, the writer should be sure that s/he can read
back the abbreviated answers after the minute is up.
3. Read the question twice, then start the one-minute timer. Let the players know when
they have 30 seconds left, then 15 seconds left. The teams should write down as many
answers as possible. In most cases, it’s unlikely they’ll get all the answers. The
winning team will get the most correct answers.
4. When the minute is up, tell the teams to stop writing. The first team writer reads
his/her team’s answers aloud one at a time. The host checks each answer against the
answer list in this document to be sure that it is correct. If it’s correct, all teams that had
that answer should circle it. After the first team’s answers are given, the second team
reads the answers they have that are not circled (i.e., answers they wrote down that the
first team did not have.) This continues until all teams have read all their answers.
5. The teams score their own lists, one point for every circled answer (i.e., every correct
answer). The team with the most correct answers wins the game.
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Question
There are ten parts of the body with names that are only three letters long.
How many can you name in one minute?

Answers
Arm
Ear
Eye
Gum
Hip
Jaw
Leg
Lip
Rib
Toe
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